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The multichannel CH+ NO reaction was studied, at room temperature, in a low-pressure fast-flow reactor.
CH was obtained from the reaction of CHBr3 with potassium atoms. The overall rate constant was found to
be (1.9( 0.5) × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The relative branching ratios of NH(A3Π) + CO and NCO-
(A2Σ+) + H chemiluminescent pathways were determined as 42% and 58% ((7). Nascent NH(A3Π) was
distributed between the vibrational levelsV′ ) 1 andV′ ) 0 in the proportion of 33% and 67% ((3%). The
CN chemiluminescence from the energetically allowed CN(A2Πi) + OH pathway could not be detected.
Also, CN(X2Σ+) could not be detected by laser-induced fluorescence. Relative product branching ratios were
determined over the channels yielding atoms probed by resonance fluorescence in the vacuum ultraviolet: O
+ HCN, (72 ( 10)%; H + NCO, (21( 10)%; N + HCO, (7 ( 3)%.

I. Introduction

The CH+ NO reaction is known to play an important role
in combustion processes. More specifically, it is believed to
be one of the main reactions involved in the reduction of nitric
oxide by reburning processes.1 Being without barrier, this
reaction is also involved in interstellar chemistry.2 Therefore,
many experiments have been carried out to determine its overall
rate constant with a variety of techniques.3-11 At 300 K, there
is a general agreement for a rate constant about 1.9× 10-10

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. No significant temperature dependence
of the rate constant has been found over the range 13-3790
K,1,4,6,9except a slight increase at extremely low temperatures.4

No pressure dependence of the rate constant could be detected
in any of these experiments.5 In contrast with the fact that its
overall rate constant determination has been accurately deter-
mined over a wide range of temperature, very little is available
about the product branching ratios, which are needed for the
modeling of combustion or interstellar chemistry processes.

Owing to their exoergicities, chemical channels split them-
selves in different electronic pathways. The channel exother-
micities are given hereafter with respect to ground-state
products:

The channels leading to O+ HNC and N+ HOC have not
been included. Actually, the pathway leading to O+ HNC is
just less exoergic than that leading to O+ HCN, so that the
energy available to O+ HNC is in large excess of the
isomerization barrier of HNC into HCN. Most of HNC is thus
expected to isomerize into HCN.12 The N + HOC channel is
less than 0.1 eV exoergic.13 As shown below, it was found to
be negligible by theoretical calculations15 (0.1%). Finally,
owing to the exoergicity of channel 5 and the easy dissociation
of HCO through the predissociation of A˜ 2A′′, channel 5 should
partially turn into

Okada et al.5 probed the OH, CN, NH, and NCO products
by laser-induced fluorescence, in a cell at room temperature,
CH being obtained by the photolysis of CHBr3 at 193 nm. On
a kinetic basis, no conclusive evidence was presented. The
product branching ratios of the channels yielding NH+ CO
and CN+ OH were estimated to be 15% and 0.2%, respectively.
The last one was determined by probing CN and not OH since
the latter radical was also produced by the secondary reaction
NH + NO. Dean et al.1 studied the CH+ NO reaction in a
shock tube, over the temperature range 2600-3800 K. CH
radicals were produced by the pyrolysis of CH4 or C2H6. CN,
N, O, OH, and NH radicals were probed by laser absorption or
atomic resonance absorption spectroscopy (ARAS). The branch-
ing ratios were derived from kinetic simulations of experimental
radical and atom profiles with various concentrations of
precursors CH4/NO or C2H6/NO. They estimated a contribution
lower than 10% for CO+ NH and lower than 30% for OH+
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CH(X2Π) + NO(X2Π) f CO(X1Σ+) +
NH(X3Σ-, a1∆, b1Σ+, A3Π)

∆rH°298 ) -4.62 eV (1)

f H(2S) + NCO(X2Π, Ã2Σ+)
∆rH°298 ) -3.22 eV (2)

f O(3P,1D) + HCN(X1Σ+)
∆rH°298 ) -3.17 eV (3)

f OH(X2Π) + CN(X2Σ+, A2Πi)
∆rH°298 ) -2.19 eV (4)

f N(4S) + HCO(X2A′, Ã2A′′)
∆rH°298 ) -1.80 eV (5)

f H(2S) + CNO(X2Π)
∆rH°298 ) -0.61 eV (6)

CH(X2Π) + NO(X2Π) f

N(4S) + H(2S) + CO(X1Σ+)
∆rH°298 ) -1.12 eV (7)
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CN product channels. O+ HCN was estimated to be the
principal product channel but no percentage was proposed.
Nishiyama et al.7 determined the internal energy distribution
of NH(A3Π) in a fast-flow reactor, the CH radical being
produced by the C(1D) + H2 reaction. The populations of the
vibrational levelsV′ ) 1 and 0 were found to be 33% and 67%,
respectively.

The most comprehensive experimental study of the branching
ratios was not carried out on the CH+ NO reaction itself but
on the homologous CD+ NO reaction by Lambrecht and
Herschberger,14 in a cell at 296 K. CD was produced by the
photolysis of CDBr3 at 266 nm. DCN, CO, CN, and DCO as
direct products, and CO2 and N2O as products of subsequent
reactions, were probed in one rovibrational state, using time-
resolved infrared diode laser spectroscopy. The product branch-
ing ratios were calculated by assuming a Boltzmann distribution
of vibrational states. To limit the contributions of the CD
excited states produced by the photolysis of CDBr3, a buffer
gas (Xe) was thus introduced and the product branching ratios
actually depended on the buffer gas pressure. After consider-
ation of important secondary reactions, the following product
branching ratios were obtained: O+ DCN, (47.5( 12.2)%;
D + NCO, (18.8( 5.5)%; OD+ CN, <7.5%; and for the sum
of the CO+ ND and DCO+ N channels, (33.7( 13.8)%. No
mention of electronically excited products was reported. How-
ever, as shown by the theoretical study of Marchand et al.,15

the CD+ NO and CH+ NO reactions do not present the same
branching ratios for homologous pathways so that the experi-
mental results of Lambrecht and Herschberger14 for CD + NO
cannot be transposed to CH+ NO.

Using a RRK method, Bozzelli et al.16 predicted an overall
rate constant of 1.83× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 300 K for
the CH+ NO reaction. They further proposed the following
product branching ratios: O+ HCN, 48%; N+ HCO, 28%; H
+ NCO, 18%; CO+ NH, 6%; and OH+ CN, 5%. More
recently, Marchand et al.15 determined by ab initio calculations
the topology of the lowest potential energy surface of triplet
multiplicity involved in the reaction. The triplet surface is
expected to play a major role in the reaction, because no barrier
was found along the entrance channel, in contrast with the singlet
surface. The rate constant, overall and detailed over the
products, was calculated from this triplet surface by using a
microcanonical approach of the transition state theory relying
on the RRKM method. The overall rate constant was found to
be 1.86× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 300 K. The following
branching ratios were reported: O+ HCN, 72.4%; H+ NCO,
13.9%; CO+ NH, 8.2%; H+ CNO, 3.3%; OH+ CN, 1.4%;
N + HCO, 0.6%; O+ HNC, 0.1%; and N+ HOC, 0.1%. The
branching ratios were found to depend on isotopic effects and
their values were also determined for CD+ NO reaction: i.e.,
O + DCN, 53.8%; D+ NCO, 24.0%; N+ DCO and CO+
ND, 20.3%; and OD+ CN, 2.2% in fair agreement with the
experimental results of Lambrecht and Herschberger.14

We performed the study of the CH+ NO reaction in a low-
pressure fast-flow reactor at room temperature. A clean source
of CH radicals was provided by the reaction of potassium atoms
with bromoform. The decay of CH probed by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF), NO being introduced in excess, allowed us
to check the overall rate constant. However, our main interest
was to improve, as far as possible, the product branching ratio
determination. The product branching ratios over the channels
yielding two diatomic species could not be determined as, owing
to the exoergicities, many rovibronic levels were populated and
only a few of them could be probed by laser-induced fluores-

cence. Under our experimental conditions, the thermalization
was completed over rotational levels but not over vibrational
levels and electronic states. The lack of vibronic thermalization
prevented recovery of the relative concentrations of diatomic
species from the probed levels. However, laser-induced fluo-
rescence allowed us to check the occurrence of these pathways
and chemiluminescence allowed some insight in the dynamics
of radiative products. Actually, relative branching ratios could
be determined for the reaction channels leading to a triatomic
species and an atom, using the vacuum UV resonance fluores-
cence of the atom.

II. Experimental Section

A. Fast-Flow Reactor. The fast-flow reactor has been
detailed elsewhere17 and only a brief description is thus given.
It consisted of a hollowed-out stainless steel block, with four
perpendicular optical ports for detection by chemiluminescence
and laser-induced fluorescence, in which a 36-mm inner
diameter Teflon tube was inserted. The reactant injector, sliding
along the Teflon inner wall of the reactor, has been slightly
modified (Figure 1). In its first version,17 pieces of potassium
were stored in a cylindrical fine mesh sleeve around the central
glass tube. However, according to the temperature and the He
flow, it happened that melting potassium was pouring out from
the mesh, shortening the time available for the experiments. A
crucible thus replaced the fine mesh sleeve. The distance (dr)
between the window detection and the injector nozzle aperture
could vary over the range 0-100 mm with 0.5-mm precision.
The reactor was pumped by a Roots blower (Edwards EH 500)
backed by a two-stage mechanical pump (Edwards E2M80).
Before each experiment, the vacuum and the leak-plus-outgas-
sing rate were checked with a Pirani gauge (respectively<0.05
mTorr and<10 mTorr min-1). A 10.6 mm diameter diaphragm
at the inlet of the Roots blower gave a flow velocity of 26.5 m
s-1 for a total pressure of 2.0 Torr, the buffer gas being He
with a purity g99.995%. The pressure was measured by a
capacitance manometer (Barocel 0-10 Torr) and the flow rates
were adjusted by thermal mass flow meters (Tylan).

CH, CHBr, and CN radicals were probed by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) with a Nd-YAG laser (Quantel YG 581C)
pumped dye laser. Excitation was about 431 nm (coumarin
440), 590 nm (rhodamine 610), and 388 nm (second H2 Raman
anti-Stokes radiation with rhodamine 560), respectively. Fluo-
rescence from the reactor center was imaged, through two plan-
convex lenses enclosing an appropriate combination of filters,
onto the photocathode of a Hamamatsu R106 photomultiplier
tube. For the CH (A2∆ r X2Π, ∆V ) 0) excitation,
fluorescence over the∆V ) -1 sequence was detected through
an interference filter centered at 480.0 nm and color-glass filters
(MTO J495). The fluorescence above 600 nm following the
CHBr (Ã1A′′ r X1A′, 27

0) excitation18 was collected with 3
color-glass filters (MTO 603, 610, and 660). The∆V ) -1

Figure 1. Reactant injector.
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CN fluorescence following the (B2Σ+ r X2Σ+, ∆V ) 0)
excitation was selected with an interference filter centered at
415 nm and a color-glass filter (MTO J423a). The signal
monitored by an oscilloscope (Tektronix 2440) was transferred
to a microcomputer.

The chemiluminescence signal from the reaction zone was
collected by a quartz lens and dispersed over the 195-850 nm
wavelength range by a Jobin-Yvon HRS2 monochromator using
a 1200 grooves/mm grating blazed at 500 nm (3M210R) or
253.6 nm (2M210R). A homemade automatic scanner and
numeric digitizer controlled the monochromator and stored the
Hamamatsu 955 photomultiplier signal, which was transferred
to a microcomputer.

B. Clean Source of CH Radicals. CH radicals were
produced in the reactant injector nozzle from the CHBr3 + 3K
f CH + 3KBr overall reaction (Figure 1), which can be
separated into the elementary steps:

As all the K + CHBrx f KH + CBrx (x g 0) reactions are
endoergic, this source can only produce CH. According to
Anderson et al.,20 who also used such a source for CH radicals,
the first step could have a rate constant around 3× 10-10 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. The main reactions removing CH should be
CH + CHBr with a rate constant20 of ≈10-10 cm3 molecule-1

s-1 and CH+ CH with an overall rate constant of 2.5× 10-10

cm3 molecule-1 s-1 as estimated by Dean et al.21 To minimize
the CH + CHBr reaction, we adjusted the microfurnace
temperature and the bromoform flow introduced by the glass
tube (Figure 1) in order to get an excess of potassium atoms in
the nozzle ([K] > 20[CHBr3]). Under our conditions, the
principal secondary (and unavoidable) reaction thus was CH+
CH.

To optimize the CH production, the CH and CHBr radicals
were probed by LIF when varying the different parameters such
as the oven temperature, the CHBr3 flow, and the carrier-gas
flows. The variation of the LIF signals versus the distance
between the end of the glass tube and the nozzle aperture (thus
determining the reaction time for given reactant flows and total
pressure) is represented in Figure 2. In the simulation of the
CH and CHBr evolutions, the CHBr3 + K rate constant was
fixed at 3× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and that of the CH+
CH reaction at 2.5× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The rate
constant of the second and the third bromine atom strippings
are approximately (0.9( 0.5) and (3( 2.5) × 10-10 cm3

molecule-1 s-1, respectively, in the plug-flow approximation
and supposing a constant temperature in the nozzle. As already
stated, the major CH radical losses came from the CH+ CH
reaction (which leads to C2H + H and C2 + H2)22 and from the
wall.

The overall rate constant determination of the CH+ NO
reaction was performed with a low CHBr3 flow and with the
maximum distance between the end of the glass tube and the
nozzle aperture. Under these conditions, the CH production
was small but we were sure to get in the reactor only CH
radicals, K atoms, KBr molecules, and a negligible CH+ CH
reaction rate with respect to that of CH+ NO. The CH

excitation spectrum showed that CH was produced only in the
vibrational levelV ) 0 of the ground electronic state. As the
detection of atomic products given by CH+ NO reaction
required a CH concentration higher than that used for the overall
rate constant determination, the CH+ CH reaction could not
be neglected in the experiments devoted to the product branching
ratios. The influence of the latter reaction was thus systemati-
cally studied.22 The NO radical (99.90%, Air Liquide) was used
directly from the cylinder without further purification.

C. Atom Detection. As atom concentrations in the reactor
were too low for absorption measurements, N, H, and O atoms
were probed by their resonance fluorescence at 120.00, 121.57,
and 130.35 nm, respectively. Excitation of all these atoms was
achieved, at the same time, with a microwave discharge lamp
giving atomic emission lines on these transitions and powered
at 125 W and 2450 MHz (EMS, Microtron 200 microwave

CHBr3 + K f CHBr2 + KBr

∆rH°298 ) -1.02( 0.09 eV19 (8)

CHBr2 + K f CHBr + KBr

∆rH°298 ) -0.77( 0.1 eV19 (9)

CHBr + K f CH + KBr ∆rH°298 ) -0.38( 0.2 eV19

(10)

Figure 2. (a) CH excitation spectrum. (b) CHBr excitation spectrum.
(c) Experimental fluorescence intensity evolutions of CH and CHBr
and kinetic simulation.
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generator). It consisted of a Vidal cavity23 mounted on a quartz
tube isolated from the reactor by a biconvex LiF lens and
pumped by a mechanical pump (Alcatel M2012). Atomic
emission from the lamp and fluorescence from atomic products
were collected through MgF2 windows and a LiF biconvex lens
onto a ARC VM502 monochromator with a 1200 grooves/mm
Al + MgF2 grating blazed at 120 nm and a Hamamatsu R1459
solar-blind photomultiplier tube. After amplification, the signal
was sent to the oscilloscope used as a voltmeter. The vacuum
of this vacuum UV monochromator was kept below 10-5 mbar
by a turbomolecular pump (Turbovac 50, Leybold) backed by
a mechanical pump (Trivac D1,6B, Leybold). The direct focus
of the lamp emission and that of the fluorescence onto the
monochromator required a change in the position of the lamp
from a port along the axis of the monochromator to a port at
right angles. This change in the lamp position required 2-3 h
to achieve stabilization at the second switching on. To avoid
it, the lamp was always kept in the perpendicular position needed
for fluorescence detection. The atomic excitation line intensities
of the lamp were checked at the beginning and at the end of
each experiment by the scattering at right angles of the lamp
emission on the central glass tube, which was used to inject
the halomethane and was moved forward to allow this scattering.
The spectral distributions of the line intensities of the lamp
recorded either directly or by scattering on the glass tube were
identical. The pressure in the quartz tube of the lamp was
typically 2 Torr and the flow was 40 standard cubic centimeters
per minute (sccm). The flow consisted of He (AirGaz 99.9995%
purity) carrying a known premixed N2/H2/O2 mixture to get
optimal emission intensities from excited N, H, and O atoms.
The relative concentrations in the lamp were typically 12 ppm
H2, 6 ppm N2, and 61 ppm O2. To obtain the relative atomic
concentrations in the reactor, the fluorescence signal was divided
by the lamp emission intensity. However, to ensure the linear
dependence of the atomic fluorescence versus the lamp emission
intensity, the atomic concentration in the reactor being constant,
the multiplet emission intensities had to be known as well as
the extent of the line self-reversal in the lamp. As our
monochromator could not resolve the fine structure of atomic
lines, the sublevel electronic populations of the excited atoms
in the lamp were supposed to be proportional to their statistical
weights24 (this hypothesis has been verified with the carbon:
the ratios of fluorescence and lamp emission have been
measured on the three electronic transitions at 132.9, 156.0, and
165.7 nm,25 C atoms being obtained with the CBr4 + 4K
system). To verify that the lamp emission atomic lines were
nonreversed (for N, H, and O), we used the following procedure.
The ratios of the atomic fluorescence versus the emission lamp
intensity were measured by varying the calibrated mixture flow
in the He main flow in the lamp while the atomic concentration
in the reactor was kept constant. For the H line at 121.6 nm,
for example, this ratio was constant as long as the H2 lamp
concentration was lower than 8 ppm (at 2 Torr of He) and then
decreased (the lamp emission is never zero since impurities are
always present even with He alone). This behavior is due to
the fact that the measured emission intensity is integrated over
the whole line profile whereas the fluorescence intensity is the
convolution of the absorption and emission profiles. When the
line is reversed, the lamp emission line profile is larger than
that with just a Doppler broadening and presents a hollow at
the line center, the overall intensity being constant. It resulted
that the atomic absorption in the reactor was less efficient and
the fluorescence was not proportional to the lamp emission
intensity. The conditions for which the emission line profiles

were not reversed were determined from a simulation of the
lamp emission with a two-layer model26 (an emitting plus
absorbing zone, the discharge plasma, and an absorbing zone
directly in front of the discharge). Moreover, as the atomic
concentration in the reactor itself was very low (the measured
Lyman-R absorption was on the order of a few percent), the
fluorescence intensity divided by the lamp emission intensity
was proportional to the atomic concentration for all the
electronic transitions.25 The emission lamp was carefully
measured at the beginning and at the end of each day and the
lamp quartz tube was filled with a static pressure of He when
the experiments were over. The lamp emission remained quite
constant over several days.

III. Results

A. Overall Rate Constant of the CH+ NO Reaction. The
CH + NO overall rate constant was determined from the CH
LIF signal decay observed with NO in large excess of CH
(Figure 3). However, in its early stages, the decay of the
observed CH signal resulted mainly from the lowering of CH
density by the diffusion needed to fill a cross section of the
reactor after the nozzle exit. As NO had also to diffuse to fill
a cross section of the reactor, the CH+ NO reaction itself was
delayed by mixing effects. A convector, immediately down-
stream of the nozzle, reduced the mixing time significantly
(Figure 1). To get rid of the mixing effects, only the last stages
of the decay have been taken to determine the pseudo-first-
order rate constant. The measured rate constant did not vary
linearly with the NO concentration, rate constant values at large

Figure 3. Determination of the CH+ NO overall rate constant. (a)
Example of CH decay for [NO]) 2.657× 1013 molecule cm-3. (b)
Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants corrected from axial and radial
diffusions.
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NO concentrations being smaller than those expected from a
linear extrapolation of values obtained at low NO concentrations.
This deviation stems from the diffusion induced by the large
radial and axial concentration gradients occurring because the
CH + NO reaction is very fast. To correct for these diffusion
effects, the formula of Keyser27 was used:

where kobs is the observed first-order rate constant,d is the
diameter of the reactor, andV is the average flow velocity. The
diffusion coefficientD of CH in He was determined from that
of OH given by Keyser27 (730 Torr cm2 s-1 at 295 K) multiplied
by [MOH/MCH]1/2 (to account for the difference in molecular
weight) and with a temperature dependence ofT1.5.

The corrected value of the pseudo-first-order rate constant
varied linearly with the NO concentration, which gives an
overall rate constant of (1.9( 0.5) × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. This value agrees quite well with the recently reported
experimental values in a cell3,4,6,9,10and with the theoretical value
(1.86 ( 0.3) × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 calculated by
Marchand et al.15

B. Diatom and Diatom Products. The chemical channels
split into two classes, those that lead to two diatomic species
and those that lead to an atom and a triatomic species. Relative
branching ratios from laser-induced fluorescence experiments
on diatomic or triatomic species can be determined only if a
nearly complete thermalization over rotational, vibrational, and
electronic levels occurs, since in such a case it can be possible
to relate the density of probed levels to that of the species
through the Maxwell-Boltzmann relationship. Owing to the
exoergicities of the reaction pathways, products are rotationally,
vibrationally, and electronically excited. Under our He pressure,
relaxation over rotational levels of the products was complete
but not that over vibrational levels and electronic states. This
aspect was previously found for the vibrational distribution of
CN produced by the N+ C2 reaction under the same
experimental conditions.17 The relative diatomic product densi-
ties could thus not be determined from LIF experiments.
Nevertheless, some information could be obtained for pathways
leading to diatomic species. For example, the exoergicity of
the pathway leading to CN+ OH allows the production of the
CN radical in its first radiative electronic state A2Πi. We could
not detect the chemiluminescence in the visible on the CN-
(A2Πi f X2Σ+) transition. Also, we could not find CN by LIF
on the (B2Σ+ r X2Σ+) transition, while we probed it quite easily
when produced by the N+ C2 f CN + C and N+ CH f CN
+ H reactions,17 for which reactants densities were much lower
than for the CH+ NO reaction. This suggests that the pathway
leading to CN+ OH is negligible. Actually, we observed a
weak CN ultraviolet chemiluminescence from the CN(B2Σ+ f
X2Σ+) transition. The exoergicity of the channel yielding CN
+ OH does not allow the production of CN(B2Σ+). This
chemiluminescence arose from the strongly exoergic C2 + NO
f CN + CO reaction,28 C2 being a minor product of the CH+
CH reaction in the nozzle.

Among the three excited electronic states of the NH radical
that can be populated, according to the exoergicity of the
pathway leading to CO+ NH, only NH(A3Π) has been detected
from the chemiluminescence of the (A3Π f X3Σ-, ∆V ) 0)
transition at about 337 nm (Figure 4). NH(A3Π) was populated
up to V′ ) 2, which lies 0.20 eV below the NH energy limit
defined by the total energy available to the products of the

pathway involved; theV′ ) 3 level is above this energy limit.
The NH chemiluminescence signal was proportional to the CH
LIF signal whatever the CHBr3 concentration. The kinetic
studies performed with the NH(A3Π) chemiluminescence signal
led to the same overall reaction rate constant for CH+ NO as
that obtained from the LIF CH decay. Thus NH(A3Π) is
directly produced by CH+ NO. We also observed that the
detection of diffusion or mixture problems was easier from the
NH chemiluminescence decay than from the LIF CH decay.
The chemiluminescence signal of the∆V ) 0 transition did not
exhibited pressure dependence over the limited pressure range
1-3 Torr. The branching ratio of the channels leading to CO
+ NH(A3Π, V′ ) 1) and CO+ NH(A3Π, V′ ) 0) was estimated.
As NO is in excess, the NH radical reacts essentially only with
it. However, the NH+ NO reaction29 and the quenching30

pseudo-first-order rate constants are negligible compared with
the emission rate constant (1/τV′) since the two vibrational levels
lifetimes (τV′) are very short (τ0 ) 440 ( 15 ns andτ1 ) 420
( 35 ns).30 Applying the steady-state approximation to excited
NH, the relation between the rate constant for the production
of vibrational levels and their concentration is obtained:

The ratio of chemiluminescence intensities, determined from
the area of vibronic bands, is related to the ratio of rate constants
for vibrational level production through

whereA00 ) 0.2522× 10-7 s-1 andA11 ) 0.2169× 10-7 s-1

are the Einstein coefficients calculated by D. Yarkony,29 and
λ00 ) 334.85 nm andλ11 ) 335.9 nm are the Q branch
wavelengths for both transitions.

The following branching ratio has been found:

in excellent agreement with Nishiyama et al.7 They determined
the internal energy distribution of NH(A3Π) in a reactor where
CH radicals were produced by the C(1D) + H2 reaction, the

kcor ) kobs[1 + ( d2

48D
+ D

V2)kobs]

Figure 4. CH + NO chemiluminescences at a total pressure of 1.6
Torr.

d[NH(A3Π, V′)]
dt

≈ 0 ) kV′[CH][NO] - 1
τV′

[NH(A3Π, V′)]

S(V′ ) 1)

S(V′ ) 0)
)

A11[NH(A3Π,1)]Vj11

A00[NH(A3Π,0)]Vj00

)
A11τ1λ00kV′)1

A00τ0λ11kV′)0

kNH(A3Π,V′)1)

kNH(A3Π,V′)0)
) 0.49( 0.03)

(33 ( 3)%

(67 ( 3)%
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excited carbon atoms being obtained by a discharge through a
CO/He mixture.

The OH chemiluminescence given by the CH+ O2 f CO
+ OH reaction is often used as a tracer of the CH radical.
Experiments with a mixture of O2/NO have been performed to
compare the chemiluminescence signals from CH+ O2 and
CH + NO. The branching rate that leads to excited OH
formation from the CH+ O2 reaction is 20 times higher than
that for excited NH from CH+ NO. If the branching ratio of
the channel CH+ O2 f OH* + CO is 0.48%, as estimated by
Grebe et al.,31 the product branching ratio of CH+ NO f NH*
+ CO is less than 0.02%.

C. Atom + Triatom Products. 1. Chemiluminescence.
The CH + NO reaction can produce NCO and HCO in their
excited electronic states. However, since HCO in its first
electronic state is predissociative, it cannot be detected. The
chemiluminescence of NCO was readily detected but the strong
overlapping of vibronic bands did not allow determination of
the internal energy distribution. The chemiluminescence signal
exhibits the same behavior as that of NH, against the CHBr3

concentration or the distance. The NCO radical thus was
directly produced by the CH+ NO reaction. The relative
product branching ratios of the channels yielding NH*+ CO
and NCO* + H were estimated by integrating the total
chemiluminescence signal of the two radicals. The same
approximations as in the NH study were made. NCO reacts
essentially with NO with a rate constant of 3.4× 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1.32 The rate constants of the chemical reaction
of excited NCO and of its collisional quenching with NO are
unknown. Nevertheless, even with a gas kinetic value, owing
to the NO concentration, the corresponding pseudo-first-order
rate constant should be about 104 s-1, while the spontaneous
emission rate constant is 3× 106 s-1.33 With Ar, no pressure
dependence of the radiative lifetime33 could be detected over
the range 0.5-4.0 Torr. It is thus also expected with He. With
these approximations, the result is

2. Branching Ratios.To determine the product branching
ratios over the channels yielding an atom and a triatomic
molecule, the atomic fluorescence was used. First, it was
checked that the atomic absorption was small. In this condition,
the fluorescence signal divided by the emission intensity is
proportional tofA/δA[A], [A] being the atomic concentration,
fA the oscillator strength,25 andδA the Doppler broadening (T
) 300 K).26 A typical atomic fluorescence spectrum is shown
in Figure 5.

The two sources of error in the atomic branching determi-
nation could be an underestimation of N atoms due to their
removal by N+ NO f N2 + O and an overestimation of H
atoms due to the contribution of the CH+ CH f C2H + H
reaction. Nitrogen atoms react with NO at room temperature
with a rate constant of (2.9( 1.0) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1,32 7 times lower than the CH+ NO rate constant. A kinetic
simulation with and without removal of N atoms by NO has
confirmed a negligible reduction of N atom density by the N+
NO reaction over the reaction time spanned for atom probing,
i.e., at the beginning of the CH+ NO reaction. So, the major
source of error in the atomic branching determination could be
the CH + CH reaction. With no NO added, the H atom
fluorescence started from zero at the exit of the nozzle (Figure
5c), which means that nearly all the H atoms produced by the

CH + CH reaction in the nozzle were removed by the metallic
wall of the nozzle. The H atoms from CH+ CH were thus
produced in the reactor itself. When a large excess of NO was
introduced, this secondary reaction CH+ CH was minimized.
Over the first millisecond of reaction time, the ratios between
N, H, and O atom densities did not change, confirming the
negligible contribution of the CH+ CH reaction when NO is
in excess. The ratios were also kept constant when the CHBr3

concentration was changed. The relative atom branching ratios
were 4-10% N, 20-30% H, and 60-80% of O.

IV. Discussion

As the energy available to N+ HCO is 1.12 eV above the

kCH+NOfH+NCO*

kCH+NOfCO+NH*
) 1.4( 0.1)

(58 ( 7)%

(42 ( 7)%

Figure 5. (a) Atomic emission spectrum of the resonance lamp. (b)
Atomic resonance fluorescence during the CH+ NO reaction study
(scattered light of the lamp emission was less than 5 mV). (c) H and
O atom fluorescence with [NO]) 3.4× 1013 molecule cm-3. Without
NO, fluorescence from H was produced by CH+ CH f C2H + H.
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HCO dissociation energy, the HCO radical is likely to be
partially decomposed into H+ CO. Thus, the measured H atom
concentration comes both from the H+ NCO and N+ H +
CO channels. This possibility is taken into account in the results
displayed in Table 1. Branching ratios calculated by Marchand
et al.15 are the following: O+ HCN, 72.4%; O+ HNC, 0.1%;
H + NCO, 13.9%; H+ CNO, 3.3%; CO+ NH, 8.2%; OH+
CN, 1.4%; N+ HCO, 0.6%; and N+ HOC, 0.1%. To compare
with our results, the calculated branching ratios over the channel
yielding an atom and a triatomic isomer were transformed and
arranged with respect to atomic products, with a sum equal to
100% (Table 1). There is good agreement between experiment
and theory for O and H atoms but not for N atoms, which seem
to be clearly underestimated in the theoretical calculations. The
calculated contribution15 of pathways leading to N atoms is
lower than that of the pathway leading to CN+ OH; by contrast,
the detection sensitivity of CN allowed us to ascertain that the
pathway leading to CN+ OH is negligible, even with respect
to pathways leading to N atoms. It was thus interesting to
compare the CD+ NO reaction branching ratios calculated with
the same potential energy surface to the experimental results
of Lambrecht and Herschberger14 (Table 2). Our experimental
data for CH+ NO and those of Lambrecht and Herschberger14

for CD + NO agree with the theoretical studies,15 except for
the N + HCO and N+ DCO pathways, which appear to be
underestimated by theoretical calculations. This difference
could come from a possible missing direct decomposition
channel of the OC(N)H intermediate into OCH+ N product
channel in the topology of the potential energy surface15 and
also, but less clearly, from the possible contribution of the singlet
surface, which was not taken into account.

The theoretical results give a complete distribution of the
branching ratios over all the exoergic pathways while the
experiments can give the distribution over only some of them.
The good agreement between our experimental results on the
CH + NO reactions and those of Lambrecht and Herschberger14

on CD + NO with the theoretical calculations carried out by
Marchand et al.15 establishes confidence in the theoretical
branching ratios, except for an underestimation of the pathways
leading to N atoms, which thus results in a slight overestimation
of the others. Combining our experimental results with the
calculated15 results, we anticipate that the actual distribution
should not be very far from the following: O+ HCN, 69%; H
+ NCO, 13%; CO+ NH, 8%; N + (HCO and H+ CO), 6%;
H + CNO, 3% and CN+ OH, 1%.
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TABLE 1: CH + NO Product Branching Ratios

channel

our
results flow

reactor
Marchand15

theory

Dean1
shock
tube

Okada5
cell

O (72( 10)% 80.2% sum over atom
H (21 ( 10)% 19.0% branching ratios
N (7 ( 3)% 0.8% ) 100%

O + H + N major 90.4% major major sum over all
NH + CO ? 8.2% <10% 15% branching ratios
CN + OH negligible 1.4% <30% ≈0.2% ) 100%

TABLE 2: CD + NO Product Branching Ratios

channel Marchand15 theory Lambrecht14 cell

O + DCN 53.8% (47.5( 12)%
D + NCO 24.0% (18.8( 5.5)%
ND + CO and N+ DCO 20.0% (33.7( 13.8)%
CN + OD 2.2% <7.5%
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